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Emergency War Relief Fund
Drive To Open March i3

Houseparty Murder
Spiced With Laughs

The 1945 drive of the University of campaign, the entire campus will be
Maine Emergency War Relief Fund, canvassed for gifts for war relief purwith a goal of $750 in student contri- poses. Each student will be apbutions, will officially open at the stu- proached and asked to give
something,
dent assembly to be held in Memorial large or small, toward the raising of
Gym at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday, March a $750 fund. The campus canvass is
13. Featured on the program will be I a departure from the procedure of
student speakers, President Arthur A. four previous years, and it is hoped
Hauck. and former Air Corps Lieu- that every student will give :t his actenant Donald Marshall '40 of North- tive support.
east Harbor. Musical selections will
The campus campaign will ccutinue
be furnished by the University Band.'from
the opening assembly to the
Presiding will be J. Robert Smyth, Jr., drive's
climax at Music Night, annual'45 of Orono, president of the Student i ly
sponsored by the University music
Senate.
organizations, on Friday, March 16.
Following is the complete program Music Night will be open to all and
a
for the student assembly:
University vic dance will follow the
Processional:
affair.
"Boston Commanderv"
Individual canvassing will be conCarter
ducted by unit leaders under the chairThe Military Band
Maine Stein Song
manship of house presidents. Progress
The Emergency Service Fund:
of the drive will be recorded on a
What It Means to Others
large Victory thermometer, which will
John B. Goff '48 stand outside the University Store.
What It Means to Us
Each contributor will be asked to wear
Doris M. Bell '45 a triangular Victory tag, which will
Selection:
proclaim to all: "I have contributed to
"Stout-Hearted Men"
Gershwin the Emergency War Relief Fund."
The Military Band
The campus war chest apportions its
Support from Home
money among various national groups
Pres. Arthur A. Hauck and the Maine Campus. Among the
Emergency Service at the Front
national beneficiaries are listed: the
Donald M. Marshall '40 National War Fund, which includes
(Formerly First Lieutenant, twenty-two relief organizations; the
Army Air Corps, World Student Service Fund. which
Northeast Harbor) helps students to continue their studies
National Anthem
despite the difficulties of war; and the
Recessional:
Red Cross. whose relief activities to
"For the Nation's Honor"
oppressed people, war prisoners, and
Friedmann all servicemen are numerous. This
The Military Band
year another national group, the SalIn the Emergency NN'ar Relief
(Continued on Page 7.7C''

Chills and laughter mix at the production of the Masque show. "Nine
Girls," in the Little Theatre at 8:15 on
March 9, 10. Nine girls find themselves involved in murder, and discover one of their number is the killer.
The audience should know the guilty
one about half way through the play.
imaistKickate
"Nine Girls" is the story of a group
of college girls who spend a few days
at a sorority clubhouse, only to find
that their party provides a perfect
2i-oatt
background for murder. Elaborate Beth Clement, Barbara Mills, Sally PhilIii. Muriel Gee, and Ginny
Merchant
sound effects and soft lighting add to
in a scene from "Nine Girls"
the mystery and tenseness of the production.
Tickets for "Nine Girls" are now on
sale in the Bookstore. All seats are
reserved. Barker Hopkins is ticket
manager for the production.
Thursday, March 8
Cast in the mystery drama are VirGlee Club, Men's and Women's
ginia Merchant as Jane, Sally Phillips
7:00
17 SN
as Freida. Muriel Gee as Alice, Cecil
Band-7-9
Armory
Harriet Steinmetz was elected MCA
Pavey as Eve, Barbara Mills as SharConcert-Violinist-8:15
president
on, Joan Greenwood as Shirley, Irma
in the elections held Tuesday,
Little Theatre
Miller as Betty. Beth Clement as Shotat
which
one hundred members voted.
Masque-7:00
Little Theatre
put, Pat Hutto as Mary, and Ada May
The
other
officers chosen were John
Friday,
March 9
Marsh as Phyllis.
Masque-7:00
Little Theatre Bragg, vice president; Margaret
The show is staged by Jeanne Ross. Phi Mu Actives' Party-8-10
Spaulding, secretary; and Phyllis
under the direction of Mr. Bricker.
So. Estabrooke Rec Room Pendleton.
treasurer.
Ada May Marsh is stage manager.
Saturday, March 10
Joan Potter is properties manager,
Last year's officers were Ginny
Masque-7:00
Little Theatre
and Mike White is in charge of cos:30-12:00
Open
Colvin Tufts, president; John Bragg. vice
-8
House
tumes. Lighting effects are under the
president; Eloise Law, secretary; and
direction of Roger Hanneman and Sunday, March 11
Polly Stuart. treasurer.
Morning
Worship
Service-10:45
Gerald Hermanson. Alice Fonseca
Little Theatre
Harriet Steinmetz served as presiand Roger Gould have charge of the
Monday, March 12
sound effects.
dent of the Freshman Club during her
Sorority Meetings
Assisting on props are Beverly PitGeneral Panhell Meeting-8-10:0 freshman year. She was a Sophomore
man, Kay Ward, and Florence Sawyer.
Little Theatre Eagle, an officer in NIOC this year, a
The stage crew consists of Cecily
Tuesday, March 13
member of the executive committee of
Johnson, Betty Lehman, Beth ClemSquare Dance Club-7-8
the junior class, president of the
ent, Val Warren, Jeanne Ross, and
Women's Gym Square Dance Club, publicity chairJoan Potter.
Men's Glee Club-6:30
SN man of the Congregational Club. and
"Nine Girls" is the full-length proOrchestra-7:00
17 SN adviser for the Freshman Club.
duction of the term. It was written by
W.S.G. Council-7:30
SS John
Bragg was vice president of
Wilfrid Pettit, and was first produced Wednesday, March 14
I MCA last year and is active as chairin New York City in 1943.
Music Box-7-9
17 SN man of
Doris Bell '45 was awarded tirst
The annual Music N;gilt, e;i:nax to
the Sunday Church Service
Modern Dance Club-7-8
Committee. Margaret Spaulding was place in the annual John M. Oak the Emergency War Relief Fund
Women's Gym chairman
last year of the knitting scholarship prize speaking contest.'Drive. will be held Friday,
Spanish Club-7:30
March 16,
project in the Community Responsi- which was held on February 28. Dee's at 8
p.m. in the Memorial Gymnasium.
N. Estabrooke Rec Room bility
subject
was
on
building
the
of
perCommission. Phyllis Pendleton
is the secretary of the Sunday Church sonality, and was entitled "It Can Be The orchestra, glee clubs, and modern
Done." Second place went to Carolyn dance club will take part in a
service Committee.
varied
Whitehouse '48 whose speech was program
which
will
include
the
fol"Postwar Conscription Is Necessary."
Edith-Ann Young took third place lowing: selections from "Carmen,"
The appointment of Rabbi (.ierald
with her speech, "Postwar Conscrip- ""Sanctus." the stirring Russian marchEngil as director of the Hillel Foundation Is Not Necessary." The other ' mg song. "Meadowlands." and Schution at the University of Maine was
SOMe
contestants for the final speeches were beres "Serenade,"
recently announced. Rabbi Engil will
with Anna Crouse
Cynthia Tribou '48, who spoke on
be located here permanently in order
Reverend Rodney W. Roundy, State At Th
as soloist.
"The Negro Problem." and Lala Jones
that more time may be devoted to the Superintendent of the Congregational
During the evening, the new mem'47, who chose "The Returning VeterHillel program at this University than Christian Church, will be the guest
•,v variety
ut pens, pins, mittens, etc., an" as her subject. The speeches were bers of Mu Alpha Epsilon, honorary
has been possible previously. His office preacher Sunday, March 11, at 10:45
I have been turned in at the Registrar's judged on the basis of originality and music society, will be announced.
will temporarily be located in the MCA a.m. in the Little Theatre.
office in the Administration Building interest of subject matter, and effecThis program will he free of charge,
Mr. Roundy graduated from Am- and may
be claimed there by the own- tiveness of delivery.
hut it is hoped that all students will
Rabbi Engil is a graduate of Ye- herst College and from Yale Divinity
shiva College in New York and of School. Since then he has had pasto- :ers.
The awards were $30. $20. and $5, contribute generously to the drive beRabbi Isaac Elcanen Theological rates in Hartford, Conn., Keene,'I Nine fountain pens, 1 bottom half of respectively. The judges for the event forehand.
Seminary. He has recently served as N. H., and Laconia, N. H. Later he gray Esterbrook pen, 3 Eversharps, were Mr. Waldo Libby. Prof. WinAssistant Director at the Boston Uni- became associate secretary of Amen - ,3 pencils. 2 pins, 1 Maine pennant pin, throp
and Dr. Kenneth Miles.
versity Hillel Foundation and for the can Missions in New York City. At 1 gold barrette, 1 Kappa Sigma penBoston Metropolitan Service of Hillel. present he is a cabinet member of theidant, one broken strand of beads, 1
The new arrangement on this cam- Missionary Council of Congregational class ring (Homer High School) with
pus will enable the director to establish and Christian Churches. He was a 'initials R. K. C., I rouge compact, I
a more personal basis than could for- leader in the men's embassy at Maine I pocket watch, 1 key case containing
NIOC members will follem
man
merly be achieved under the councilor- for two different years and has repre- two keys, 1 small gold pendant of
winter down to Lake Lucerne and Bald
ship plan. The Foundation itself will sented his denomination on the ad- Christ.
A Sonata Recital will be given Mountain this Sunday for the last
emphasize the religious and cultural visory board of the Maine Christian
Several keys, 1 rattail comb, 1 Thursday, March 8, at 8:15 p.m. in skating and skiing of the season. The
activities while remaining part of the Association for many years.
hat pin several notebooks 1 black the Little Theatre by Winifred Mer- whole lake is in excellent condition
University program. The students are
Betty Jenkins and James seiwood glasses case with name J. B. Cheney rill, violinist, and Harrison Potter, and corn snow is reported on the
to be made aware of the need for co- will sing "Thou Wilt Keep in Per- & Staff, Springfield, Mass., 1 dissect- pianist.
mountain trails. Pickerel and trout
operative living in a democracy. Rab- feet Peace" by Williams. The an- ing set, 2 mechanical drawing sets.
have been caught through the ice, so
The program will be as follows:
bi Engil expressed his belief that col- them will be "There Is a Green Hill" 1 study assignments notebook, 1 ski Johannes Brahms—Sonata in D Mi- any anglers who feel lucky might
try
lege life is only preparation for the by Morse.
harness, several textbooks, 2 slide
chopping the necessary holes and
nor, Opus 108
community life wihch naturally fol•
rules, 3 overseas caps„3 men's sweat- Richard Strauss—Sonata in E Flat, dangling a minnow.
lows. Hence, the need for underThe Political Break fai•it Club %ill ers. 4 pairs men's gloves, 1 man's
Opus 18
The group will leave the campus at
standing one's fellowman in order to hold a ri.golar
iti Smith right-hand glove. 6 pairs mittens. 4
Intermission
ten o'clock, cook their dinner out of
get a harmonious blending of the re- Stevens on atiirdas ,,,,,riling at odd mittens, I pair wool gloves with Wolfgang Mosart—Sonata in E Mi- doors,
and return in the late afterligious and cultural ideals of the vari- 10:00 o'clock. N1crolo.r.hip in the leather palms, 7 pairs women's gloves, nor, Koechel, No. 304
noon. All planning to go should sign
ous peoples in the United States was PEIC i• tot% eite.ed;
member/1 10 kerchiefs, and 1 large leather ciga- Quincy Porter—Sonata No. 2 (com- up in their dormitory
so that adequate
shown.
are admitted to the meetings.
rette case.
posed in 1929)
transportation can be provided.

Campus Calendar Steinmetz Elected
President Of MCA
For Coming Season

Speaking Coltest
Prize Awarded To
Doris Bell, Senior

Hillel Foundation
Established Here
By Rabbi G. Engil

Music Night, Mar. 16,
Climax To EWRF
Drive On Campus

Rev. Rodney Roundy
Returns To Maine All Is Not Lost!
To Be Guest Sun.
s Been Found
Registrar s

Ski, Skate, Or Fish
Sonata Recital Thur. At Lucerne Sunday
By Guest Soloists
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Recent style-makers have worn their people, little and big, who loaned us
Dear Mainiac
very maximum advantage new tie-ons money. Under a socialistic governWhat a week that was! The prom which measure up to minimums in ment, this logic of honesty and debts
is over, and literally hundreds of stu- everything else. The one which and individual self-respect would be
Editors of this issue dents are still drifting dreamily caught this columnist's eye was a tie- sneered at.
MARIE HAINES, JOHN CLEMENT
Makeup Editor around campus in a fog of pleasant up job in Life. Looking much like a
CHARLENE LOWE
Which leads me to: (1) if a man is
News Editor memories. Very nice work, juniors. baby's bib hung down in front, the miss a Communist, he has lost his selfVALERIE PARKIN
It was almost like old times—except or madam reaches down gracefully
ASSISTANT EDITORS—John Clement, Mary Elizabeth Marble.
respect and his wealth and tries to
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—Loraine Davis, Lala Jones, Pvt. Ralph Fish- for all the uniforms, of course.
and pulls up, under, around, over, drag everyone else down to his level;
man, Alexander Adams, Norma Herzing, Ivan Crouse.
The Peace Conference, too, has through, between, over, under, yanks
(2) if a man is a Fascist, he has an inSTAFF MEMBERS—Muriel Polley, Betty Lehman, Val Warren, Elaine passed like a ship in the night; and all
hard, and, presto—it's on !
flated self-respect and he feels he deMcManus, Martha Leeman.
is calm again. No one can say that
* * * * *
serves everyone else's wealth and
REPORTERS—Gay Weaver, Aletha Meade, Constance Thomes, Mary Anne we didn't have a good discussion. As
Dineen, Gerry Small, Ella Page, Barbara Mills, Muriel Gee, Gladys Friedler, time wore on the
Mr. Roosevelt seemed very tired power because he could do so well
discussion got hotter
Bonnie Andrews.
when
he spoke last week to Congress with it himself; (3) if a man is a
and hotter, till by nine o'clock we had
to open all the windows. Personally, and the nation. That fatigue is under- socialist, he has lost his self-respect
Business Manager I don't think we really solved all the standable, because the trip was a long but he has cached away a little someBARBARA HIGGINS
Advertising Manager problems of the world, but we at least and tiring one. Winston Churchill, thing and he can't stand seeing "Jones"
MARY E. O'CONNOR
seventy years old, roused his Commons get it. Anyway, he is arrogant enough
Circulation Manager thought about them.
NANCY CHASE
Subscription Manager
JEANNE STAPLES
Right now the looming highlights to the point of a unanimous vote of to insist that government should be a
ASSISTANT MANAGER—Jean Thompson.
of the campus are the Emergency War confidence! Of course, Winnie hasn't "bright boy" group, and that individuSTAFF ASSISTANTS—Helen Herrick, Faye Jones, Nancy White, Dan Relief Drive
alism is a farce (his ignorance; he
and the Masque's latest had to face a term stretching from 1933
Frazier, Alice Fonseca, Marit Andersen, Jan Scales, Sylvia Peterson, Kathleen
to 1948.
probably never experienced the diseffort
in
the
form
of
the
full-length
Wilson, Peg Spaulding, June Jacobsen, Carol Denison, Jessie Cowie, Terry
ease).
(4) If a man is a democrat,
The
Navy's
Stassen
will
make
headshow, "Nine Girls." Of course, the
Garcelon, Beverly Peacock, Beth Clement, Jackie Dole, Catie McCain.
biggest (and most sought-after) news lines at the San Francisco Conference. he has a self-respect modified by humof the week is the finals schedule which He takes my vote for, hopes for, and bleness before God. Elbow grease, not
We joined the 104th while it was on is out already.
...Good heavens, I faith in the strong and democratic statist "benefits," makes his world go
maneuvers in Tennessee. After the haven't even had time to take a good postwar and peacetime world to that 'round. He believes in universal education, but this education must develop
rapid transition "from fraternity deep breath since the last set. These conference.
* * * * *
individualism ... I could go on "penshouse to foxhole" we moved with the professors go much too fast to suit me.
—TO MAINE MEN
ing"
for hours.
Watch
the
Packard
Ads
in
all
paJackson,
S.
C.
Here
we
outfit to Ft.
The MCA did a neat job on their
IN THE SERVICE—
worked and trained hard, and found election. The new officers will be pers! Something big is under way!
* * * * *
out all about the Infantry—the tough swell in the positions, I know. They've
NOTICE
"Do
you
think
we
should
continue
the
time
we
walked
up
way.
By
the
certainly
proved
their
worth
before
from
letter
comes
This
Miss Winifred Merrill, faculty.
gang plank, many weeks later, we had this...Now the other groups around building up our national debt?" I
Pvt. John G. Whalen 31351706
artist visitor, will speak on musical
the challenge of tradition. We were campus are beginning to think about asked.
Det. of Patients
ready for it—come what may. We their elections. Election day will be "Why not?" was the answer.
therapy to class Sy 20b, Fields of
4106th U. S. Hospital Plant
had learned the meaning of the ribbons some time next month, so we're startAt that time, I did not know "why Social Work, at 8:00 a.m. on SatAPO 511, do Postmaster,
and battle streamers on the regimental ing now on an "All-Out-To-Vote" not." Now, I have an idea. In everyNew York, N. Y.
urday, March 10, in Room 17, North
flag.
campaign. The more the merrier.
day life when we borrow money to
I write first, as a former (and I Today the Yankee Division fights as
Stevens.
Faculty and students are
I've finally reached the conclusion build up our own property, we like to
hope, future) student of the Univer- part of Gen. Patton's 3rd U. S. Army. that March is the dreariest month of feel that we can, some day, pay
cordially
invited.
off the
sity. But secondly, and of far more Soon after landing in France the YD the year—in Maine, anyway. Nothing debt. Yes, even if this improvement
importance, I write because I have a
Mr. James W. 'Wiggins, class of
hit the front lines, and never yet has but rain, wind, and more rain, with an we've made helps the man who fistory to tell.
1930
in Civil Engineering, has just
been relieved. At the time I was occasional snow flurry thrown in for nanced us, we still like to feel that we
I wonder how many of the students wounded, the 104th Regt. was doing good measure. Everyone staggers can pay him back all his money—it is been appointed Assistant Chief Engineer of the Boston and Maine Railand faculty already are familiar with a "bang-up" job, upholding and adding from dorm to classroom looking as a matter of pride and self-respect.
my tale. I know that a few must be, to its laurels. About one out of every though they were just existing until
So when this idea is super-imposed road.
so it is for the rest that I wish to five men in that outfit was a year ago they could get home and to bed again. on our democratic set-up, it seems that
know also, that this is written.
we want to be honest and pay back the
Minnie Lou
today walking across the Quadrangle
Patronize Our Advertisers
It was just a year ago that by some carrying slide-rule and a stack of
strange twist of GI fate, I returned books. Today they slog through the
to Maine as a part of the AST Pro- mud, rain, sleet, and snow of France—
gram. To my knowledge. Norman tomorrow, Germany. Slide-rules and
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Mosher is the only other lucky in- books are replaced by rifle and gre(Continued from Page One)
dividual who likewise returned to Oro- nade. They no longer have the spit
no in uniform. (This excludes those and polish appearance of a year ago. vation Army, has been added to the
who came back for a short time under They are dirty, unshaven, and dog list in recognition of its valuable aid
the ROTC plan.)
, tired but they have met the challenge. to servicemen. Money contributed to
The rest of the several hundred 'They have done what many said they the Maine Campus is used to send
soldier-students came from a number couldn't do. They have proven that copies of the college newspaper to
of states and a wider number of . they were far from the "soft cream of Maine men and women now in the
schools. But what they found at the Army's intellectual crop" that armed services.
Maine was common to everyone. Home many claimed. They had guts, for
The general committee planning the
was far away for most, but the friend- that's all that matters in the infantry. campaign is headed by Prof. John E.
ly spirit with which they were ac- Today in the Saar Basin those boys Stewart and includes: on organization
5T
P 14
BANGOR
cepted by the entire school was some- still hold dear the memories of happier of the drive—Rev. Charles E. O'Con0110N4)
/N4)
Ends Sat., Mar. 10
thing they will never forget. When days at Maine. Many hope to return nor, Dean Edith G. Wilson, Doris
The
Grandeur
of
Department's
True
Greatness
War
the
reversal
of
a
there to study under the "GI Bill of Bell, and Bob Smyth; on the assembly
Wednesday and '1 hur-day
"THE KEYS OF THE
policy caused the ASTP to be sharply Rights." I hope that up there in Oro- program—Mr. Fred P. Loring, Doris
Mar. 7-8
KINGDOM"
curtailed, hundreds of GI's suddenly no folks think of them now and then. Stickney, and Charles Bagley; on pubFeatures
Double
proportions
with Gregory Peck, Thomas
realized to what great
I hope they may have, in some way, licity—Mr. Philip J. Brockway. Prof.
NIGHT"
LUCKY
"HER
Mitchell, Vincent Price, Rosa
their attachment to the school had become a part of Maine just as Maine Theron A. Sparrow, Joan Greenwood,
Sisters,
McDowall
Andrews
Stradner,
and
Roddy
If
there.
spent
time
grown during the
Valerie Parkin, and Bill Chesebrough.
has become a part of them.
Noah Beery, Jr.
Maine wasn't home, most agreed that
The unit leaders and floor leaders
Sun., Mon., Tues., & Wed.
I
had
a
strange
experience
during
Plus
it.
thing
to
next
the
certainly
it was
March 11-14
the first week of the current offensive who will canvass the student body are
WHISTLER"
"MARK
OF
Shortly before we left in March, when I ran across Harry Crowell '45 headed by the house presidents and
Laird Cregar, Linda Darnell,
Richard Dix, Janis Carter
and George Sanders in
we were addressed in a body by Major of Skowhegan. He is an infantryman assistants. The following people are
Ingraham representing the Military attached to one of our Armored Divi- on the canvass committee: North Es"HANGOVER SQUARE"
Friday and Saturday
Department. That night in Memorial sions, with whom our unit was spear- tabrooke—Dorothy Currier and Carol
A
terrifying love story ... more
Mar. 9-10
Gym, he gave to us a challenge. He heading. I found him digging in be- Irvine; South Estabrooke—Helen Stasuspenseful
than
"Laura"
in
its
"THIS
MAN'S NAVY"
us
expected
of
said great things were
hind a half truck near where my cy and Eleanor Beeler; Balentine
exciting mystery and strange
James Gleason
Wallace
Beery,
and that we, as soldiers, must accept 81 mm mortar squad had a gun posi- Hall—Doris Stickney, Virginia Hinds,
emotions!
our new jobs and prove ourselves tion. He's the first Maine man I've and Mary Ann Dineen; Elms—Ruth
worthy. It has been only nine months met overseas. During the few minutes Stearns and Virginia Noel; Colvin—
Sunday and Monday
since we took our last look at the we were able to talk, the Krauts let Marit Anderson; Sigma Chi—Evelyn
Mar. 11-12
snow-covered campus, and boarded the go with an "88" barrage. So Harry Nicholson; Delta Tau Delta—Lor"MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS"
train with heavy hearts. But in that and I fell into his half-dug hole and raine Bradstreet.
Judy Garland,
BANGOR
short time, I think that we have taken continued our little chat, not entirely
Men unit leaders are: Phi Kappa
Margaret O'Brien
up Maj. Ingraham's challenge, and unmindful of the shells which were Sigma—Kenneth Reed and David
Wed., 'Thurs., & Fri.
successfully answered it. Now that dropping on all sides. When one of Holmes; Sigma Nu—Bernard PresMarch 7,8,9
Tuesday, Mar. 13
certain censorship restrictions have the boys from Harry's outfit got hit I cott and Lewis Ouilette; Theta Chi—
"The story of a careless stork"
been lifted, the story can be made reluctantly decided that it was time to Wallace Barrows and Barker Hop"BLONDE FEVER"
"3 IS A FAMILY"
public.
Phillip Dorn, Mary Astor
leave, so we shook hands, and I took kins; Sigma Alpha Epsilon—Douglas
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.
Almost all of the "would be" engi- advantage of a lull in the storm and Johnson and William Wilson; Phi Eta
March 10, 11, 12, 13
neers became infantrymen. A few ran to safer places. The only man Kappa—Ripson Haskell and Hastings
Wednesday and Thursda.
were put in other branches, but the from Maine I've met, and I had to pick Bartley.
"THUNDERHEAD—SON OF
Mar. 14-15
Off-campus groups will be contacted
FLICKA"
vast majority sewed the blue piping on a barrage to do it in!
Double
Features
what
it
by
the
leaders:
following unit
Shirlie
Sincerely
their caps and wondered
in glorious Technicolor starring
"MINISTRY OF FEAR"
Hatheway, Constance Coyne, Ora McJohn G. Whalen '46
would be like. We thought it would
Roddy McDowall, Preston FosRay Milland, Marjorie Reynolds
Donald, Morna Kimball, Carol Grifbe pretty rugged—it was!
ter, Rita Johnson, James Bell,
Diana Hale, and Ralph Sanford
Plus
Luckily most of us were able to Sgt. Charles Cunningham 31350984, fee, and Stella Borkowski; John Day,
A story that will keep you
stay together as we were assigned to Co. F, 398th Inf., APO 447, c/o P.M., Daniel Frazier, Donald Fayle, Robert
"GOOD
NIGHT.
entranced by its deep emotion
the same outfit—the 104th Inf. Regi- New York City ... Lt. John A. Hus- Ham, Roy McGee, Roger Hanneman,
SWEETHEART"
and
the
breathless
grandeur
of
ment of the 26th Inf. Division—the sey 0-546491, APO 15702, c/o P.M., Paul Dowe, and J. Robert Smyth.
Bob Livingston, Ruth Terry
its scenery
Lt. Shorb is organizing a committee
famous "Yankee Division" whose rec- San Francisco, Calif.... A/C Wendell
ord in the past was unparalleled. Here R. Hollett, NATTC, Norman, Okla... of ASTAP's and ASTRP's which will
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'clock.
was another challenge to meet—the A/C Lawrence C. Hadley, NATTC, contact all military personnel on camMatinee Prices. 35¢ to 5 o'clf),
Norman, Okla.
pus.
challenge of tradition.
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Mr. David Keppel, Executive Assistant of Department of Health and
Welfare, Augusta, is giving a talk on
"Health and Public Welfare Administration in Maine" next Monday afternoon before the Field of Social Work
Class.
Any students and faculty members
who are interested are cordially invited to attend.
The talk will be held in 28 Stevens
South at 4 p.m. on Monday, March 12.
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MCA Plans Knitting Prof. Dow Elected
Project For Spring To APSA Council

Spotlight On Gowns
JUST SKATING
Of Moonbeams,
Margaret Spaulding, newly elected
Professor Edward F. Dow, Head of Dusted With Stars
secretary of the MCA, has announced the Department of History and Govl'%I.

that plans for the Community Responsibility knitting project are well under
way. The project, to be finished some
time before or after the spring recess,
is knitting mittens and socks for the
Orono children.
Dormitory leaders, to be announced
later, will distribute the yarn. Girls
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
who would like to knit will be asked
to get their instructions and yarn from
leaders. If anyone has any yarn
• the
which she would like to contribute,
Send Your Picture Home
she may get in touch with Margaret
Spaulding or the dorm leaders.

ernment at the University of Maine,
has been elected a member of the
executive council of the American Political Science Association for a threeyear term. His term on the council
will run from 1945 through 1947.
Five members from the Association
are elected each year to the executive
council which consists of fifteen members from various parts of the United
States. Professor Dow's election is
the first time that the University of
Maine has been represented on the
council. It is the function of the
THE COYNE STUDIO
executive council to determine the
The University of Cincinnati obser- policies of the Association.
132 Main St.
Bangor, Me.
vatory was the first erected in the
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
• United States with public funds.

1

SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS-Winterjerm 1945..March 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1945
Time of
Exercise

,

Mow.
1

,

Mow.
2

Mow.
3

MON.
4

Mow.
5

Mow.
6

Mow.
7

FRI.
Mar. 23
8.00

FRI.
Mar. 23
8.00

Wen.
Mar. 21
10.30
TUES.
7

Time of
Examination

Mox.
Mar. 19
8.00

TUES.
Mar. 20
8.00

WED.
Mar. 21
8.00

THURS.
Mar. 22
8.00

Time of
Exercise

TUES.
1

TUES.
2

TUES.
3

TUES.
4

Tues.
5

TUES.
6

Time of
Examination

Mox.
Mar. 19
2.00

TUES.
Mar. 20
2.00

WED.
Mar. 21
2.00

THURS.
Mar. 22
2.00

FRI.
Mar. 23
8.00

MON.
Mar. 19
2.00

Wen.
1

Wen.
2

Wan.
3

WED.
4

WED.
5

WED.
6

THURS.
Mar. 22
2.00

THURS.
Mar. 22
2.00

MON.
Mar. 19
8.00

THURS.
Mar. 22
2.00

THURS.
2

Tnuas.
3

THURS.
4

THURS.
5

Mow.
8

TUES.
8

,

Time of
Exercise

Time of
Examination

TUES.
Mar. 20
10.30
WED.
7

WED.
8

MON.
Mar. 19
8.00

Mow.
Mar. 19
2.00

TUES.
Mar. 20
8.00

THURS.
6

THURS.
7

THURS.
8

vertisers
THURS.
1

Time of
Exercise

WED.
Mar. 21
2.00

Time of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

Fat.
1

FRI.
2

Flu.
3

Time of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

THURS.
Mar. 22
10.30
FRI.
4

FRI.
5

THURS.
Mar. 22
8.00

Foe
Mar. 23
8.00

SAT.

SAT.

SAT.

SAT.

1

2

3

4

FRI.
6
Tues.
Mar. 20
2.00

FRI.
7

FRI.
8

THURS.
Mar. 22
10.30

By Val Sr.

"Well, I'll be darned!" bellowed
Dim lights, soft music, swishing the Duchess as she peeked behind the
gowns-oh, yes, the Junior Prom. A
box of marshmallows. Now, take it
crystal ball bounced colored specks of
easy,
gentle and patient (oh, so palight against the dance floor, while
tient) reader. Fishman isn't raving
couples enjoyed all of the ball.
Fashions in formals-or should I about nobility and marshmallows tosay, variety is the word? Friday eve day; so take off your bifocals for a
saw many gowns definitely feminine second, yawn, and let me dribble on
with lots of ruffles. There were some for a minute or two.
ultra-sophisticated and some oh-so- I guess even the duke must have had
sweet. The most popular gown trouble writing letters to the Ducheft
among us Maine coeds is the dress when she was a young unduchable and
with a satin or jersey blouse and a he was a dukeling. You have to rewide, wide net skirt. Bev Kemp typi- member to use a little fem-inesse. Be
fied "us" in her lovely formal; the careful not to appear too cheerful or
jersey blouse was high-necked and cap- too sad in your letters. Your dreams
sleeved, while three layers of stiff net may be getting better all the time, but
made up the skirt.
Saturday night is the loneliest night
The sweetheart neckline of Jeanne in the week. Re-lax, take the happy
S.'s spring blue gown was very flatter- medium.
ing. Her blouse was satin and her
The accepted approach by all certiskirt net. Kay Mills of Balentine fied BTO's is to start off by giving
"spread joy up to the maximum" in an the young lady a pat on the proverbial
unusual gown. Appliques matching back with a little flatter chatter. Go
her red jersey blouse accented her on, don't be bashful or truthful. Tell
swinging black net skirt.
her how beautiful she is. You can
Evvie Shaw, who seems to be ma- give her the old line straight, or infer
joring in glamor, wore a white jersey it with the help of grammar, rhetoric,
gown with the new straight skirt. and a few frags.
Barb Potts was dreamy in another
It's always a good policy to inquire
jersey gown. tambien, of peaches and after the ever-present (darn it all)
cream color. Olivia S. showed how kid sisters. These impertinent everwell black hair looks with a red dress. snooping little darlings can make it
Her gown was definitely smooth style tough rowing for you. Two is comwith a straight skirt. Mike White in- pany and two and a half is a crowd.
troduced the new in formals-a "sugar- And God knows it is hard enough to
coated" gown of red and black taffeta, put one and one together without the
worn with long black evening gloves. dubious aid of this persistent fraction.
The gown's cap sleeves and large emDon't forget to keep tabs on the old
phatic bow were trimmed with deli- man,
especially if your girl is a PHG
cate black lace.
(papa has gelt). This is the old boy
P.S. Daisy recommends black or who greets you at 4:30 a.m. with a
white evening gloves.
shotgun in hand, and in his mouth the
question that has remained unanswered
from time immemorial by aspiring
bachelors the world over-"Where
Mentber F•cl•ral R•serve Bank
have you been with my daughter?"
Dads haven't changed much from the
time when Antony was courting Cleo,
and Cleo's pater asked "Pharaoh,
where have you been?" Antony was
afraid that his ears might be cut short,
so he left.
All things must come to an end, so
Young men and women will
give her all your love while I finish
always find this banking inoff this column.
stitution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Mr. Harry R. Mayers. class of 1930
in Electrical Engineering, has just been
Responsibility is reflected by
appointed Assistant Manager of the
a checking account, which is
Patent Department of General Elecestablishing
in
a
factor
also
tric Company, Schenectady, New York.
credit and standing.
Buy War Stamps and Bonds

Time of
Examination

r

\ "

day

EAR"
IL

'
.F
11

Ttrry
'
1 1:0

Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first lecture or recitation exercise of the week in any given
course. For example: If a course is given Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at the third period, it is said to be given
Monday the third period. By referring to Monday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen that the examination
falls upon Wednesday, March 21, at 8:00 A.M.
Note the following changes from the above:
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ba
Bt
Ch
Ed
Eh
Eh
Es
Fm
Fr
Fy
Gm
He
He
He
He
Ht
Mc
Mc
Me
Ms
My
Py
Py
Sh
Sp

42
43
44
9b
45
40a
56
1
39b
2b
73
67
4b
21b
lb
43
49
85
8
5
3b
3b
87
lc
lb
lb
lb
39
lb
lb

School Shop
School Shop
School Shop
Accounting
Genetics
Quant. Analysis
Maine School Law
Freshman Composition, Div. IX
English Bible
Principles of Economics
Adv. Agri. Econ.
Survey of French Lit.
Administration & Protection
German for Chemists
Introd. to Home Economics
House Furnishing
Clothing Patterns
School Lunch
Home Floriculture
History of Western Europe
Music Appreciation-See Instructor
Music Appreciation-See Instructor
Machine Design
Freshman Mathematics
Modern Society
General Psychology, Div. I, IV, V
General Psychology, Div. II, III
Directing
Elementary Spanish, Div. III
Principles of Sociology

Wed.
Tues.
Fri.
Wed.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Wed.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Tues.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.
Thurs.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Mon.
Mon.
Fri.
Mon.
Mon.
Wed.
Fri.
Fri.
Tues.
Thurs.
Tues.

March 21
March 20
March 23
March 21
March 22
March 22
March 21
March 22
March 22
March 20
March 22
March 22
March 19
March 19
March 19
March 22
March 20
March 21
March 22
March 19
March 19
March 23
March 19
March 19
March 21
March 23
March 23
Mardi 20
March 22
March 20

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

2:00 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
4:15 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M.

1 Agri. Eng.
1 Agri. Eng.
1 Agri. Eng.
26 Stevens, South
15 Coburn
427 Aubert
4 Stevens, South
205 Stevens
270 Stevens
15 Coburn
33 Winslow
7 Stevens, North
22 Winslow
375 Stevens
16 Merrill
14 Merrill
14 Merrill
14 Merrill
Greenhouse
6 Stevens, South
17 Stevens, North
17 Stevens, North
22 Lord
28 Stevens, South
300 Aubert
300 Aubert
15 Coburn
275 Stevens
7 Stevens, North
Women's Gym

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With twelve offices in
Eamtern Maine
M•rnber Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Hillson's Tailor Shop
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Dresses
Mill St.
Orono

•

•

BRYANT'S
JEWELERS
OF BANGOR
46 Main St.

Maine's finer store
for Diamonds
for the past 52 years

•

•
JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CORP.
BLUE RIBBON BREAD
(Enriched with Vitamin B,)

DOUGHNUTS-CAKES-PASTRIES
45 Columbia Street

Bangor, Maine

•
The Compliments
of the

PARAMOUNT
22-26 P. 0. Sq.

No changes can be made in this schedule.
•

Bangor, Me.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

with the masque

Jym Jots

Phi Kap, Theta Chi,
Cabin Colony Lead
Dorms In Tourney

Framed!

By Loraine Davis

By Lala Jones

Page Foal
*SAE forfeited 2-0 to Phi Eta Feb. 14,
1945.
HIGH SINGLES
Butler—Phi Kap
Crouse—Phi Kap
Gray—Phi Eta

130
Next week's short show—or rather
Despite all of the gray of this week,
By Cerny
127
shows—will be held on Wednesday and
meaning the rain and wind and such
123
His dog tag reads "Lt. Joseph Leigh
Thursday evenings instead of the usual
The U. of M. Bowling League for
(such meaning the inevitable finals),
Thursday and Friday hours. Two McCobb, Jr.," but to the boys in Delta men ended its ten-week run Wednes- HIGH TOTALS
we have a few glimpses and previews
short plays form the entertainment for Tau Delta he was always Lee. Balen- day, Feb. 28, with Phi Kappa Sigma
Whiting—Theta Chi
320
of what the spring term is going to
Clifford—Theta Chi
317
Masque-goers next week—both having tine girls know him as the lad in the coming out on top after a close race
offer in the way of WAA news. First been previously mentioned here.
Long—Phi Kap
313
One
of all, everybody wonders if that ru- is the drama "To the Lovely Marga- colorful caricature in Terry Dumais' with a very potent Theta Chi team.
constant
movie
boudoir.
His
snoozes
HIGH
TEAM
TOTALS
mor about the possibilities of using ret," directed by Cee Pavey. The
The season began December 6, 1944,
the "Y" pool in Bangor was JUST a other is the fantasy "It Might Have and favorite gifts of "Mais Oui" per- with each team meeting each opponent
Theta Chi
1393
rumor. A little bird by the name of Been." The shows differ greatly in fume are the standby jokes on second
Phi
Kap
1374
twice. SAE, led by Gil LeClair, took
Ruthie Hansen just told me that it types of entertainment. The combined floor.
Theta Chi
1365
an early lead in the race but fell rapwasn't just talk. This is the way the performance of both shows will give
One afternoon two years ago the idly into the cellar when LeClair went
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
situation looks from where I sit: the a longer-than-usual program both eve- Balentine buzzer rang loud and long
into the Armed Services. The Phi
"Y" is at present undergoing a major nings.
for Terry. Believing the male voice Kap team rose steadily from third to
repair job, but by next term will be
Next week's show will be the last of to be that of an undesirable admirer, second and then up to the top, sufferopen to us. The pool will be available
she refused the vic dance date for ing but one major defeat, this at the
to Maine gals any day up to 3:30, the present term. No program will be Saturday night. Terry was washing
hands of the Cabins, by a score of
given
during
the
week
of
final
examiand if the size of the group warrants,
her hair. In those days no freshman 4-1. Going into the final week of the
This is the
some swimming at night may be nations.
girl in her right mind ever washed her league, Phi Kap had a one-point edge
worked in. All girls will furnish their
night.
Persistence
hair
on
Saturday
over Theta Chi. On the final night,
weekend
After seeing last week's show, "The
own bathing suits and towels, and we
broke resistance, and Terry soon found the Upperclassmen came through with
Bishop's
Candlesticks,"
how
can
one
hope that a Red Cross instructor will
herself at Delta Tau. Between dances a 5-0 verdict over SAE as Theta Chi
of
be available to help with the Senior doubt the versatility and downright she was a strong affirmative for Lewis- was
winning
4-1.
The
win gave Phi
and Junior Life Savers Tests. The good performance of Charlie Laran- ton, but he was an equally enthusiastic
Kap a two-point edge in the final
cost has not been arranged yet. but ger ? As the convict, Laranger gave affirmative for Auburn. Their debate standing.
will depend upon the size of the group, an excellent interpretation, complete ended in a "no decision," but their
and the like... Sounds good to me, with effective facial expressions. Also dates continued by mutual agreement.
FINAL STANDINGS
and when those bulletins go up next in the show were Laurel Clements, It was pin-hanging night—the IntraTEAM
WON LOST PCT.
term in your dorm, don't forget to add Penny Chase, Lee Davis, Bob Charmural Ball! Terry is wondering if Phi Kappa Sigma 35
15 .700
your John Hancock, if you want to tier, and Ted Cheney.
anticipation is better than realization. Theta Chi
33
17 .660
swim.
The campus, and especially the But there is no realization for Terry Cabins
26
24 .520
Another preview for spring is that Masque, expressed a sincere feeling of tonight—he has forgotten his pin. All
*Phi Eta Kappa
20
27 .426
volley-ball practice will begin with sorrow on learning of the death of Lt. is forgiven, and Terry soon changes
Sigma Nu
21
29 .420
next term—both class and house team Austin Keith, former Masque member. the pin for the third finger left hand
*SAE
12
35
255
tournaments; and after that comes Lt. Keith was killed in action over style.
softball; and after that, more finals, Tokyo. He was pilot of a B-29 and
comprehensives for some unlucky was stationed in the Marianas.
stiffs, and graduation for the lucky
14
ones who pass the comprehensives and "Auzzie" was the author of "Prelude
the
Masque
proTo
Courage,"
which
Frosh Feature Night at the MCA
those who don't have to take them ...
The Freshman Club will be held on Wedthen home, rest, work, earning of some duced so successfully last fall.
money, then back to school again with play won last year's Masque play- nesday, March 14, at the Frosh Club's
last meeting of the winter term.
a new freshman class. Gee! We're writing contest.
Lt. Keith was a theatre major in the
back where we started from. It's a
The program committee is planning
Class of 1944. He left college to en- a series of entertainments including
vicious circle.
ter the armed services in the spring Toni Doescher's reading of Dark VicNEW EASTER
of 1942. Last spring he visited the tory and guitar solos by Ginny RackDRESSES!
campus during a leave.
liff. Group singing will be led by one
While here, Lt. Keith was very ac- of the freshman men, and iefreshments
TO
•
•
tive in the Masque. He played major will be served.
roles in such productions as "Ah, Wilderness," "Hamlet," and "Jim Dandy."

Twent
benefit by(
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$35
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The Travel Wise Sto a •.•

The All-University Peace Confer- ,
ence was held last Thursday afternoon ;
* III MAINE
BANGOR
and evening in the Estabrooke recreaWhen you or your friends
tion room. The afternoon session of
"come to town"
Good meals—cheery rooms
the conference was devoted to the ecofrom 11.75 a day
The combined Glee Clubs have been
nomic aspects of peace, while the evening meeting dealt with the political ; invited by the Bangor Masonic Club
side of peace. The conference was to give a second concert for their orconducted on a very informal basis; ganization. Last December, the Glee
and many students, interested in peace Clubs gave a concert at the Bangor
proposals, questioned the speakers and House for the annual banquet of the
Camera Supplies
offered their own ideas on the subject. Knights Templars. On March 14, the
Largest East of Boston
In the afternoon Dr. Himy B. Kir- Glee Clubs will be the entertainment
Developing and Printing
shen acted as moderator. The speak- feature at the Masonic Club's Ladies'
Come In To See Us
ers and subjects were as follows: Night. The Glee Clubs have been inTariffs, R. Wilson Haskell; Immi- vited for dinner, which will follow the
gration, Helen Wong; Loan Policy, concert.
Shell Hard '17
Jennie Johnson; Relief for Foreign
Bangor
25 Central St.
O'Connell;
Lend-Lease,
Nations, Gil
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
;In
Charles Bagley.
The moderator for the evening meeting was Dr. Frederick Martin. and the •
The Birthstone for March
speakers were: Frank Talbot, Isolationism; Sandy Adams, Conscription;
— BLOODSTONE
Ruth Fogler, Militarism; Marie
Haines, Foreign Policy; and Doris
Dexter Thompson. Democratic DogBangor, Me.
18 Hammond St.
ma.
Everyone who attended the confer ig
ence felt that it had contributed much
toward a clearer understanding of the
many problems which we will all be
called upon to meet when the war is
WINTER SPORTSWEAR
won. Winning the peace will be a
great problem in itself.
For all outdoor activities

Glee Clubs Invited BANGOR HOUSE
To Masonic Dinner
NEW EASTER
COATS
and SUITS!

•

13.95

TO

$50

cDAKIN'S

•
Men With BIG Thirsts...

"FRESH UP"
OR THE JOB

—
DONALD PRATT CO.

•

•

100% Alpaca pile-lined Parkas, with or without
convertible hoods.

* No matter how big...
don't let thirst slow you
down. "Fresh up" with a
chilled bottle 0(7-Up on
the job. Thirst stops ...
Work goes!

NEW EASTER
BONNETS!

1.98 TO $20

On YOUR Job...

Ladies' wind-proof jackets with detachable lambskin lining
Colors: Scarlet, Natural, Royal Blue,

and
GLASSWARE

PARK'S I!

"Fresh
NEW EASTER
ACCESSORIES!
HUNDREDS OF
EASTER GIFTS!

All-wool Sport Shirts in Plaids, Cheeks, Plain Colors
Ski Caps—Wool Sox—Mittens

AW
14
A 1,,D

1)1,1 MR1

TY

& HEA1 1\G

31-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE

M. L. French & Son Co.
110 Exchange St.

Bangor, Maine

•

Distributed by
C.N,EARY & Co.
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-RING TIIE BIRD

1

By Elaine McManus

JUST SKATING

it .• :spring. The bird is on the wing.
Up from the sunny Southland he will
tion: 50( per term. Local advertising rate: 501 per column inch. Offices on second
bring
and third floors, MCA building. Telephone extension 51. Member Associated Collii, Nfainiac
legiate Press. Represented for national advertising by National Advertising SerHis carefree warning of another
By P.t. Ralph I ishman
vice, Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
This is positively my last letter this
seasonal
term. Next Thursday I shall be up to metamorphosis. Or so the poets sing.
We don't quite
wliat the
my neck in packing my things and
"Nine Girls" used for bait, but they
cleaning the room; and the next week Personally. I can't see why
drew capacity audiences to watch them
is vacation—in more ways than one. Wordsworth and Shelley and that
pace through their stuff. Most of the
other guy
thrills and corpses were provided by
Right now I'm selling EWRF tags
for all I'm worth. It's swell to see the Wrote so many bird-words. It was Pat Hutto. B'Mills, framed as Glamall right
orpuss, injected a little classical plug
willingness to give that all the students
have. Guess most of them feel the for them to carry on about the lark for Bard Bill, and only once did she
in the sky,
way I do about it—that it's one of the
descend from her pedestal to Shake a
(Sorry-, they're not available. The staff took a powder.)
things that's especially worth while
But they were in Merry Old England Speare in the muscular direction of
that we students can really help out
Shotput, alias Deadpan, alias Moo. Jo
And here I ant in New England,
on. Only wish I could give more.
Greenwood
and Irma Miller behaved
Which, Summer Vacationland or no
as prim freshmen should, opening closThe MOCers are planning all kinds! Summer Vacationland,
ets when everyone else on stage was
of bike hikes for the spring term and is a very cold Springland.
too busy acting to worry about the plot
want everyone to bring back the bikes
and the dead body of Muriel Gee.
after vacation. Sounds like a lot of Talk about the song of the lark,
fun. Guess I'd better have "Lizzie" Wordsworth and Shelley, but hark! Sleuth Cecil Pavey attacked a hopeless situation with all the Mry of a
hark!
sent up.
girl
who knew that there is nothing
From
where
sit
I
in
Pine
the
Tree
Gee, it seems funny to think that
like a good script to help bring a killState
more of our class vill be graduating in
ten more days. By the time June fi- all I can hear is a very irritated dog er to justice. With the women scurrying around and getting all the credit,
I bark.
Twenty-two worthy organizations besides the Red Cross will nally gets here, there won't be many of
the common man barely had a chance;
the original class left, I fear. Oh, well, It is Spring. The bird is on the
bough. but Sally Phillips, the communist of
benefit by our contributions to the Emergency Service Fund Drive— letters and visits will
help.
What is he doing there anyhow?
our own Campus War Chest Drive which is being staged this week. The recitals by Miss Merrill and The poor dope, if he thinks it is time the crowd, managed to squeeze him
into the dialogue.
The slogan is "Help the Unfortunate the World Over." Each dollar Mr. Potter last week were grand, and I for flowers
* * * * *
all the kids \vim went really enjoyed and bowers and song, he is wrong.
we give will be used to help some unfortunate person—perhaps a them ...the
luaumsat pue
Masque put on a good
tset ano aarpap .iqa.taq op •.itinut 004
prisoner of war, a refugee, or a wounded soldier. To give all we show, too. Pat and Cee did a particu! Right now
OMI JO punod punos C pue u!e_ni aues
II can't think of anything gayer
larly good job.
can is the least we can do.
Monday night was the Panhell meet- Than the city truck with the sandJo 2uiaq :as% •strxxi _um iii n.:J qsnis
Basil O'Conner, chairman of the Red Cross, says: "I have just ing, and the
ametv atit tiptet.is pue :Javo,4 1.1,4.01
strayer
sorority girls really went
returned from a personal inspection of Red Cross installations in to town on the entertainment. Everyset' Jasosi imn
That was just aimed at my legs and sn pa1lure4
diastisy atit •aatretsm titzoous
England. France, and Italy. I have conferred at length with Gener- thing from fashions to quartettes and incidentally
-qt!.w Jeopm u pue tqt!s stnexa reu9
solos. Ada's act almost brought down my 58 gauge rayons, the last pair.
als Eisenhower, Bradley, Patton, and Clark, and from our conversa- the
tm.w pua LIE 01 saselp 111.101 :11[1 SV
house. but the poor hen only looked
tions I foresee a demand for increased Red Cross services in 1945 very bewildered by it all. Am I glad Besides I have a code in the doze.
We owe much to the kind people
And furthermore I ant simply froze. who have picked up the fellows hitchI'm not a hen! (No remarks.)
rather than a decrease.
(Nor is this piece so hot. What is it, ing from you-know-where to here-wemorning was the assembly.
"The same applies to the Pacific, where we have by no means andTuesday
'prosaic
poetry or poetic prose?)
are-again. on Saturday nights. We exwe had a double treat—two
reached the peak of our need. Here at home we must redouble our ers instead of one. I personallyspeaktend our thanks and our thumbs in the
vote 1So if some female eager beaver
hope that the pickings will be just as
for that as one of the "ten best assem- !Sh,inld come along and twitter
fforts—there can be no easing of our responsibilities."
,
good next term.
blies of the year."
"Spring fever!"
;.eaots .sia!2 aqt
; I would not even mention the romance queaA plIE 3A01—atliti,uoom aqt tmat
'Ham lteqtalseq r lam) tuatp a3e; I shortage.
Set! mew •yo pap.tea
1.tiaseq
tOluotta aAE-1(1 smos aqt JO 4tiOut atp I wi.uld just open the window and
aA\ 1ELIM tIO
ipm (Aim sasvpunom vipinoa riaqt pappap st..q2 ato
paatiespe aqt
aaive omits a.no
heave her.
:uom uatu aqt
Good-bye and good luck to the members of the ASTRP who asneaaq aluo sem
To the profs who have tried their
:Sem timo
110!.1 lIC It is spring. The bird is off the beam. best to slip a little learning past our
are leaving at the end of this term. It has been swell having you 'asanoa
liti!op sum 11 utq •3tur2 maptus-Xtplouj And if anyone says June moon soon. guard NVC owe an apology. We
conhere. Your loyal support to the Masque, the Maine campus, and the aqt se ite-JoJ-aal; e
tptuu se amiti .1'11
l•
fess that when we came here we knew
various other organizations here on campus has been greatly appre- 1.usumIf -go
.Curtql trip amen
not
al.. an calculus, r,liysics, or
iteqtalseq ateuas s.ualv-9 ntsatp
frags. Thanks to their valiant efforts
ciated, and we hope that many of you will be coming back to the male noS
uat
tokl a.1 'S.). :go
we now know ttn times as much.
University of Maine after the war is over. So long, and here's luck Heard the other day
that Buzz
•Imme (at
sn Jo
Tracy is now in Germany. Quite a C
to you!
11Elp 310111 3.110 am snditie:i
jump from the Maine campus. witi
To the coeds we oh, oh, 'Ill!
the course of a year. Some of
* * * a *
!h)
realize what the MOC has
boys" (ex-ASTPs1 are going the .
It
has
been
lots of fun Just Fishing
other way—via San Francisco; so m store for you next term? Well, beand
Just
Skating.
I would like to say
there are very few of last year's Maine heve me' great things are being
a fatal thank-you to all my readers
planned.
One
thing
crop
is
the
left
in
overnight
the States.
No. folks, we aren't nuts. We just got very bored with doing
who have managed to urge a weekly
Bill
ex-ASTRP student at canoe trip the week-end of June 3 and grunt in
things the usual way, so we decided to do it a different way. This Maine.Caunter.
my direction and who have
and Eileen Ambrose plan to be ! 4. And. in the wind, there is an over, night fishing trip to Greenfield for the kept me going from week to weaker.
issue is supposed to be good for your morale, and not particularly married soon.
But though I'm melting fast, I'm still
for your education along journalistic lines. If you get a little weary Here's one more engagement to add iweek-end of April 13 and 14. the cost good tc- •1,•• last dri!,. drop.
dr-r:of which will be $1.50 for members.
to the list: that of Lois Ann Perry
of the silliness or tend to fling the whole paper to one side with the Red Bartlett.
j There are several overnight and
exclamation "What a daffy bunch they turned out to be," please Si) long for a couple of weeks.
. Sunday bike trips planned, so tali(
heed, all you enthusiasts, and don't
As ever,
don't do it. Read us through to the finish ; and remember that this
forget to put your bicycle in your hip
Minnie Lou
is to lighten the horrible effect of finals, end-of-the-term-droop, and
(Continued fr. 1,1 Page One)
pocket when you come back from vasheer boredom. Ah, yes, we have our reasons!
cation. If you have ever tried to will take this opportunity to announce
Believe me, it takes a mighty good borrow, rent, or swipe a bike on any its new members and the recipient of
track man with powerful lungs to of the balmy spring evenings or week- the Mu Alpha Epsilon Senior Award.
$135 TO GO IN THE EMERGENCY execute the maneuver of borrowing a ends which knock galley west your -The results of the campus drive for
hike on the Maine campus in May. So. best studying intentions, you'll find the Emergency War Relief Fund will
SERVICE FUND DRIVE
unless you prefer shank's mare, tote that everyone else on campus has been also be announced at this concert.
Per your bike hack to school.
The complete program is as follows:
bitten by the fever too.
cent
The National Amin.in
Selections from
100
Prof. Edgar Bogan will address the South Estabrooke
"Maytime"
100
puberg
Chemistry Seminar with a report on Phi Eta Kappa
BAND
100
"Barium Sulphate Studies." He will Sigma Chi
Stephen Foster Fantasie
100
discuss his discoveries about the nature Theta Chi
100
arr. XeiZCOOd
of barium sulphate crystallization Sigma Nu
GLEE 0.1-11
9)
from his researches at the University S.A.E.
Nfeadowlands
Knipper
89
of Maine. The Seminar meeting will ASTRP and ASTAP
Gopak
.1/0:4.cs,,rqsky
Colvin
87
be held Friday, March 16, at 3:30 in
ORCII ESTR A
OCM -Webster
8o
362 Aubert.
Announcement of the War Emergency
78
Appointments to committees will be North Estahrooke
Fund Drive
74
announced at this meeting, and plans Balentine
French Horn Solo:
71
for next term will be discussed. All Elms
Serenade
hsu /pert
faculty members and students inter- Phi Kappa Sigma
Miss ANNA CROI'SE & OR. IlEsTRA
Cabins
54
ested in the Seminar are invited.
Childhood Days
Delta Tau Delta
BUyS
52
BANn
35
A non-credit Hebrew study group OCM -Bangor
The Shakers
Original music
33
will begin to meet the second week of OCW-Bangor
by Margaret Pre,*
33
April under the auspices of the Hillel OCM -Old Town
MonERN 1)4scii Gaorg
211
Foundation. All students who are in- OCW-Brewer, Hamden
Ann.mnceme
nt of Mu Alpha Epsilon
OCW-Oron
o
25
•
terested in learning elementary HeSenior Award
25
brew are requested to submit their OC M-Orono
PROFESSOR AIDEI.RERT W. SPRAGUE
11
names to Charles O'Connor or Rabbi OCW-Old Town
Overture from "Carmen"
Bizet
Gerald Engel at the MCA Building.
ORCHESTRA
70
The group will gather or an hour Grand Total
Choral Fantasie from "Carmen" Bizet
and a half seminar each week at a $615 of our $750 goal has been given We want some publicity, too—Babs
Haines. Val Parkin, Jo Greenwood, .
(kit: Culls
time convenient for all.
Wednesday
of
as
night,•March 14.
Ralph Fishman, Char Lowe
Pique name Overture
Tcha:kocsky
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the University
of Maine. Entered as second-class matter at the post
office, Orono, Maine. Subscrip-
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Jym Jots

with the masque
By Loraine Davis

Phi Kap, Theta Chi,
Cabin Colony Lead
Dorms In Tourney

Framed!

*SAE forfeited 2-0 to Phi Eta Feb. 14,
1945.

HIGH SINGLES
Next week's short show—or rather
Butler—Phi Kap
130
Despite all of the gray of this week.
By Gerry
shows—will
be
held
on
Crouse—Phi
Wednesday
Kap
and
127
meaning the rain and wind and such
Thursday evenings instead of the usual
Gray—Phi Eta
His dug tag reads "Lt. Joseph Leigh
123
(such meaning the inevitable finals),
The U. of M. Bowling League for
Thursday and Friday hours. Two McCobb, Jr.," but to the boys in Delta
men ended its ten-week run Wednes- HIGH TOTALS
we have a few glimpses and previews
short plays form the entertainment for Tau Delta he was always Lee. BalenWhiting—Theta Chi
day, Feb. 28, with Phi Kappa Sigma
of what the spring term is going to
320
Masque-goers next week—both having tine girls know him as the lad in the
Clifford—Theta Chi
317
coming out on top after a close race
offer in the way of WAA news. First been
previously mentioned here. One colorful caricature in Terry Dumais'
Long—Phi Kap
313
of all, everybody wonders if that ru- is
with a very potent Theta Chi team.
the drama "To the Lovely Margamor about the possibilities of using
boudoir.
His
constant
movie
snoozes
The season began December 6, 1944, HIGH TEAM TOTALS
ret," directed by Cee Pavey. The
the "Y" pool in Bangor was JUST a
other is the fantasy "It Might Have and favorite gifts of "Mais Oui" per- with each team meeting each opponent
Theta Chi
1393
rumor. A little bird by the name of Been."
The shows differ greatly in fume are the standby jokes on second twice. SAE, led by Gil
Phi Kap
1374
Ruthie Hansen just told me that it
LeClair,
took
types of entertainment. The combined floor.
Theta Chi
1365
an early lead in the race but fell rapwasn't just talk. This is the way the
One afternoon two years ago the idly into the cellar when
performance of both shows will give
LeClair went
situation looks from where I sit: the a
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
longer-than-usual program both eve- Balentine buzzer rang loud and long into the Armed
Services. The Phi
"Y" is at present undergoing a major
for Terry. Believing the male voice Kap team rose steadily
nings.
from third to
repair job, but by next term will be
Next week's show will be the last of to be that of an undesirable admirer, second and then up to the top, sufferopen to us. The pool will be available
she
refused
the vic dance date for ing but one major defeat, this
at the
to Maine gals any day up to 3:30, the present term. No program will be Saturday
night. Terry was washing hands of the Cabins, by a
score of
and if the size of the group warrants, given during the week of final exami- her hair.
In
those
days
no
freshman
4-1. Going into the final week of the
some swimming at night may be nations.
This is the
girl in her right mind ever washed her league, Phi Kap had a
one-point edge
worked in. All girls will furnish their
hair
Saturday
on
night.
Persistence
After seeing last week's show, "The
over Theta Chi. On the final night,
weekend
own bathing suits and towels, and we
broke resistance, and Terry soon found the Upperclassmen came through
hope that a Red Cross instructor will Bishop's Candlesticks," how can one
with
herself at Delta Tau. Between dances a 5-0 verdict over SAE as
of
Theta Chi
be available to help with the Senior doubt the versatility and downright
she was a strong affirmative for Lewis- was winning 4-1. The win
good
performance
of
Charlie
Larangave Phi
and Junior Life Savers Tests. The
ton, but he was an equally enthusiastic Kap a two-point edge
in the final
cost has not been arranged yet, but ger ? As the convict, Laranger gave affirmative
for Auburn. Their debate standing.
an
excellent
interpretation,
complete
will depend upon the size of the group,
ended in a "no decision," but their
and the like ... Sounds good to me, with effective facial expressions. Also
dates continued by mutual agreement.
FINAL STANDINGS
in
the
show
were
Laurel
Clements,
and when those bulletins go up next
Penny
pin-hanging
It
was
Chase,
night—the
Lee
IntraDavis,
Bob
Charterm in your dorm, don't forget to add
TEAM
WON LOST PCT.
mural Ball! Terry is wondering if Phi Kappa
your John Hancock, if you want to tier, and Ted Cheney.
Sigma 35
15 .700
anticipation is better than realization. Theta Chi
swim.
33
17 .660
The campus, and especially the But there is no realization for Terry Cabins
26
Another preview for spring is that
24 .520
Masque, expressed a sincere feeling of tonight—he has forgotten his pin. All *Phi Eta
Kappa
20
volley-ball practice will begin with
27 .426
sorrow on learning of the death of Lt. is forgiven, and Terry soon changes Sigma
Nu
next term—both class and house team
21
29 .420
Austin Keith, former Masque member. the pin for the third finger left hand *SAE
tournaments; and after that comes
12
35 .255
Lt. Keith was killed in action over style.
softball; and after that, more finals,
Tokyo. He was pilot of a B-29 and
comprehensives for some unlucky
was stationed in the Marianas.
stiffs, and graduation for the lucky
14
ones who pass the comprehensives and "Auzzie" was the author of "Prelude
those who don't have to take them... To Courage," which the Masque proFrosh Feature Night at the MCA
then home, rest, work, earning of some duced so successfully last fall. The Freshman Club will be held on Wedplay
won
last year's Masque play- nesday,
money, then back to school again with
March 14, at the Frosh Club's
a new freshman class. Gee! We're writing contest.
last meeting of the winter term.
Lt. Keith was a theatre major in the
back where we started from. It's a
The program committee is planning
Class of 1944. He left college to envicious circle.
a series of entertainments including
ter the armed services in the spring
Toni Doescher's reading of Dark VicNEW EASTER
of 1942. Last spring he visited the
tory and guitar solos by Ginny Rackcampus during a leave.
DRESSES!
liff. Group singing will be led by one
While here, Lt. Keith was very ac- of the freshman men, and iefreshment,
TO
tive in the Masque. He played major will be served.
roles in such productions as "Ah, Wilderness," "Hamlet," and "Jim Dandy."
/1 1.ala Jon.,

FREESE'S
EASTER
OPEMG!

Frosh C!ub March

Maine Sets Pace
In Discussion Of
Peacetime Problems

8.95

Gee Clubs Invited
TO Masonic Dinner

$35

The Travel Wise Sto a

The All-University Peace Conference was held last Thursday afternoon
BANGOR A
and evening in the Estabrooke recreaNIAINE
When you or your friends
tion room. The afternoon session of
"come to town"
the conference was devoted to the ecoGood meals—cheery rooms
from $1.75 a day
The combined ()lee Clubs have been
nomic aspects of peace, while the evening meeting dealt with the political invited by the Bangor Masonic Club
side of peace. The conference was to give a second concert for their orconducted on a very informal basis; ganization. Last December, the Glee
and many students, interested in peace Clubs gave a concert at the Bangor
proposals, questioned the speakers and House for the annual banquet of the
Camera Supplies
offered their own ideas on the subject. Knights Templars. On March 14, the
Largest East of Boston
In the afternoon Dr. Himy B. Kir-IGlee Clubs will be the entertainment
Developing and Printing
shen acted as moderator. The speak- :feature at the Masonic Club's Ladies'
Come In To See Us
ers and subjects were as follows:' Night. The Glee Clubs have been inTariffs, R. Wilson Haskell; Immi- vited for dinner, which will follow the
gration, Helen Wong; Loan Policy, concert.
Shea Hurd '17
Jennie Johnson; Relief for Foreign
25 Central St.
Bangor
Nations, Gil O'Connell; Lend-Lease,
Buy War Stamps and Bonds
•
•
Charles Bagley.
The moderator for the evening meeting was Dr. Frederick Martin. and the •
speakers were: Frank Talbot, IsolaThe Birthstone for March
tionism; Sandy Adams, Conscription.
— BLOODSTONE
Ruth Fogler, Militarism; Marie
Haines, Foreign Policy; and Doris '
Dexter Thompson, Democratic Dog-'
18 Hammond St.
ma.
Eangr. Me.
Everyone who attended the confer- i
ence felt that it had contributed much
toward a clearer understanding of the
many problems which we will all be
called upon to meet when the war is
WINTER SPORTSWEAR
won. Winning the peace will be a
great problem in itself.
For all outdoor activities
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BANGOR .H.OUSE

NEW EASTER
COATS
and SUITS!

13.95

TO

$50

4.maim•
CHEST
CLASS]

cDAKIN'S

—
DONALD PRATT CO.

100(: Alpaca pile-lined Parkas, with or without
convertible hoods.

Fon

and

*No matter how big...
don't let thirst slow you
down. "Fresh up" with a
chilled bottle of 7-Up on
the job. Thirst stops ...
Work goes!

with...

Ski Caps—Wool Sox—Mittens

PARK'S 611,

OD

"Fresh
Up"

All-wool Sport Shirts in Plaids, Checks, Plain Colors

GLASSWARE

"FRESH UP"
THE JOB

NEW EASTER
BONNETS!

1.98 TO $20

On YOUR Job...

Ladic,-* wind-proof jackets with detachable lambskin lining
Colors: Scarlet. Natural, Royal Blue.

ASH TRAYS

Men With BIG Thirsts...

•.71,1p

•
•

NEW EASTER
ACCESSORIES!
HUNDREDS OF
EASTER GIFTS!

kRvIA
)RWiti
1T
RI

M. L. French & Son Co.

I'll MRI\( & 11EAll\G
31-37 MILL ST.

110 Exchange St.

ORONO, MAINE

•

Bangor, Maine

•

Distributed by
C.71,EARY & Co.

FREESE'S
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This is
many TO
for dress
campus 1
All wool
and co
gold, sup
and toast
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